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Abstract

In view of the fuzziness and randomness of the safety evaluation of the channel navigation environment, a risk
evaluation model of the channel navigation is established with the set-valued statistics and the gray theory. A
safety evaluation index system of channel navigation consisting of first-level indexes for the natural environment,
navigation conditions, and traffic environment as well as 12 s-level indexes were established on the basis of
comprehensively analyzing factors influencing the safety of the channel navigation environment. The weight of
each evaluation index is determined through the model utilizing the set-valued statistics; also, the evaluation
sample matrix is determined to realize the initial construction of the environmental scenario of channel navigation; and the
safety of the channel navigation environment is evaluated quantitatively with the gray fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
method. Taking Guangdong inland channel as an example, the result shows that the safety evaluation method based on
the set-valued statistics and the gray fuzzy theory features simple calculation as well as objective and accurate results,
which is convenient for practical application.
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1 Introduction
The channel is an important part of the water transport
system, whose navigation environment has a significant
impact on the safe navigation of the ship. Frequent acci-
dents of channel navigation have not only caused great
losses to the country, but also hindered the sustainable
development of channels. How to protect the safety of
shipping navigation environment is an important research
work on safety management of shipping channel. There
are many factors affecting the safety of the channel naviga-
tion environment. In order to ensure the safety of channel
navigation, these influencing factors should be analyzed
and studied to provide a scientific and reasonable judging
basis for the safety evaluation of the channel navigation
environment.
A variety of research have been made on the channel

navigation environment by many professionals. Wang et
al. [1] not only proposed a DEA model algorithm, but also
analyzed and evaluated navigation environments in chan-
nels of Keelung and Kaohsiung, etc. through using linear

programming and data envelopment analysis. WANG Jie
et al. [2] conducted a comprehensive study of channel
navigation environment via adopting the set pair method
upon analyzing channel conditions, hydrological weather,
traffic, navigation supports and port supports, etc. By con-
structing a potential risk evaluation model, Park Y S et al.
[3] carried out risk evaluations of ships navigating around
South Korea’s coast to achieve a scientific evaluation of
navigation risk of the inbound navigation channel in Bu-
san. Pietrzykowski Z et al. [4] evaluated the navigation
risks in restricted waters with the electronic chart system,
so as to provide decision-making for ship navigation. Xiao
X et al. [5] evaluated the navigation risks in the unknown
environment based on the comprehensive safety evalu-
ation method. Zaman et al. [6] achieved risk evaluation in
the navigation channels using the comprehensive safety
evaluation method with the accident-prone Malacca Strait
as a research object. P.Tmcoo et al. [7] quantitatively eval-
uated risks of human factors with the use of Bayesian
evaluation model in order to obtain objective and authen-
tic evaluation results.
Due to the fuzziness and randomness of the safety

evaluation of navigation in the channel environment,
only using traditional evaluation methods may easily
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cause inaccurate results due to strong subjectivity. JIA
Jinzhang et al. [8] has utilized the set-valued statistics to
determine the weight of external fire evaluation indica-
tors of coal mines, effectively reducing the impact of
subjective factors on the evaluation results. Arasteh A et
al. [9] studied the project portfolio based on the gray
theory and the fuzzy theory to prove that the proposed
methods are convenient and practical upon case study.
Singh R et al. [10] introduced a fuzzy and gray combin-
ing algorithm to study the possible risk of failure in the
distribution system; the algorithm is proved to be benefi-
cial to the management of distribution system. Goyal S
et al. [11] ranked advantages and disadvantages of
advanced manufacturing systems to help managers
choose the best manufacturing system with the use of
the fuzzy-gray relation.
In order to reduce the uncertainty and subjectivity in

determining the weights of the safety evaluation indexes
of channel navigation as well as to obtain objective and
accurate evaluation results, a gray fuzzy evaluation
model is established in this paper through combining
the set-valued statistics method with the gray fuzzy the-
ory, which aims at providing research methods for man-
aging the channel safety.

2 Establish a navigation risk evaluation index
system
The channel navigation system consists of many parts
with complex and changeable index factors affecting the
safety of channel navigation. Therefore, it is necessary to
make a detailed analysis of index factors affecting the
risk of channel navigation and to find out the inherent
law with an aim at studying the risk of channel naviga-
tion accurately. As there are mutual influences among
each index factor, it shall study all the index factors that
may affect the safety of channel navigation in a compre-
hensive way, rather than analyzing a single index factor
unilaterally and in isolation. A total of 20 index factors
of navigation risks are selected according to relevant re-
search, see Table 1.
Utilizing the AHP (analytical hierarchy process) [12–15],

the above index factors of channel navigation are screened

with SPSS, so as to select representative index factors of
navigation in the inland channels. During the screening
process, it must guarantee that selected index factors are
representative and fully reflecting the risk information of
channel navigation. After screening, an evaluation index
system influencing the safety in the inland channel navigat-
ing environment is established to divide the safety factors
of channel navigating environment into three types of
first-level evaluation indexes including the natural environ-
ment, channel conditions, and traffic environment. Based
on the first-level evaluation indexes, 12-s level evaluation
indicators are divided, see Table 2.

3 Determine weights of evaluation indexes
Determining the weight of risk evaluation of channel
navigation is an important process for evaluating the
research object. At the same time, whether the weight
determined is reasonable has a direct impact on the
accuracy of the final evaluation results. Many scholars
have studied calculation methods of index weights from
both subjective and objective perspectives. After refer-
ring to related literature and comparatively analyzing
weight calculation methods, two commonly used
methods at present are AHP and entropy weight. Of
which, AHP mainly calculates the index weight of evalu-
ation with human’s subjective experience, while the en-
tropy weight calculates the index weight of evaluation
through correlation analysis of data. It is difficult to ob-
tain accurate index weights via using traditional weight
calculation methods due to the complexity of channel
navigation environment. Hence, a method of set-valued
statistics is adopted in this paper to determine index
weights. The method of set-valued statistics is a fuzzy
interval instead of a definite value in the classical statis-
tics, which can accurately reflect experts’ scoring criteria
and increase the credibility of evaluation results. There-
fore, the set-valued statistics is adopted in this paper to
determine the weight of each index of evaluation.

3.1 Determine the weight with set-valued statistics
Set value statistics [16, 17] is scientific and reasonable
for processing the fuzzy phenomenon, which is to

Table 1 Index factors for risks of channel navigation

No. Index factor No. Index factor No. Index factor

X1 Wind X8 Width of channel X15 Traffic flow

X2 Wave X9 Length of channel X16 Maritime control

X3 Current X10 Channel bending X17 Navigation facilities

X4 Tide X11 Obstruction X18 Management system

X5 Visibility X12 Hydraulic structure X19 VTS coverage

X6 Precipitation X13 Turning point X20 Salvage from the shore

X7 Depth of channel X14 Channel intersection
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quantitatively study properties of research objects.
For complex objects, it is more objective and reason-
able to estimate specific values by an interval. In
each experiment, a specific point can be obtained by
the classical statistics, while an interval can be ob-
tained through the set-valued statistics. Assuming
that the kth evaluator estimates the attribute value Z
as½Zk

1;Z
k
2�. In that case, these intervals can form a se-

quence, i.e., ½Z1
1;Z

1
2� , ½Z2

1;Z
2
2� , ..., ½Zl

1;Z
l
2� . Through

covering intervals on the evaluation shaft, the fol-
lowing distributions can be formed:

P Zð Þ ¼ 1
l

Xl

k¼1

φ zk1 � zk2
�� �� Zð Þ ð1Þ

Where

φ zk1 � zk2
�� �� Zð Þ ¼ 1 Zk

1≤z≤Z
k
2

� �
0 otherð Þ

�
ð2Þ

With the P (Z) function as a sample drop-shadow
function, the attribute value Z of the research object can
be estimated as

Z ¼
Z Zmax

Zmin

Z � P Zð ÞdZ=
Z Zmax

Zmin

P Zð ÞdZ ð3Þ

Where, Zmax and Zmin in the equation represent the
maximum value and the minimum value of Z, respect-
ively. It can be seen that

Z Zmax

Zmin

P Zð ÞdZ ¼ 1
l

Xl

k¼1

Zk
2−Z

k
1

� � ð4Þ

Z Zmax

Zmin

Z � P Zð ÞdZ ¼ 1
2l

Xl

k¼1

Zk
2

� �2
− Zk

1

� �2h i
ð5Þ

Therefore,

Z ¼ 1
2

Xl

k¼1

Zk
2

� �2
− Zk

1

� �2h i
=
Xl

k¼1

Zk
2−Z

k
1

� � ð6Þ

According to the principle of set-valued statistics, the
weight of the evaluation index can be determined. In a
certain evaluation index system, the evaluation index is
set as m, its set composed is
C = {C1, C2, ..., Cm}. Supposing there are n experts in-

volved in judging indexes, the set composed is
P = {p1, p2, ..., pn}. For a given evaluation index Ci, the

weight interval given by each expert is [a1i, b1i], [a2i, b2i],
..., [aki, bki], ..., [ani, bni], respectively. Regarding statistics
of interval value of each evaluation index, see Table 3.
Through calculations, the relative weight of the evalu-

ation index Ci is

wi ¼ 1
2

Xn
k¼1

b2ki−a
2
ki

� �

Xn
k¼1

bki−akið Þ
; i ¼ 1; 2;…;m; k

¼ 1; 2;…; n ð7Þ

If each expert’s objective circumstances such as titles,
academic qualifications, and lengths of service in the
process of determining the weight, the weight of each
expert is set as qk,

Xn
k¼1

qk ¼ 1 ð8Þ

Then, the relative weight of the evaluation index Ci is

Table 2 The safety index system in the inland channel
navigating environment

First-level evaluation factor Second-level evaluation factor

Natural environment Y1 Wind X1

Current X3

Visibility X5

channel environment Y2 Depth of channel X7

Width of channel X8

Channel bending X10

Obstruction X11

Turning point X13

Channel intersection X14

Traffic environment Y3 Traffic flow X15

Navigation facilities X17

VTS coverage X19

Table 3 Estimated interval of the weight of the evaluation
index

Evaluation
expert

Evaluation index security range

C1 C2 … Ci … Cm

p1 [a11,b11] [a12,b12] … [a1i,b1i] … [a1m,b1m]

p2 [a21,b21] [a22,b22] … [a2i,b2i] … [a2m,b2m]

… … … … … … …

pk [ak1,bk1] [ak2,bk2] … [aki,bki] … [akm,bkm]

… … … … … … …

pn [an1,bn1] [an2,bn2] … [ani,bni] … [anm,bnm]
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wi ¼ 1
2

Xn
k¼1

qk b2ki−a
2
ki

� �

Xn
k¼1

qk bki−akið Þ
; i ¼ 1; 2;…;m; k

¼ 1; 2;…; n ð9Þ

After the relative weight of the index Ci calculated
from Eqs. (8) and (9) is processed by normalization, the
weight of the index Ci can be obtained

wi ¼ wi

Xm
i¼1

wi

ð10Þ

Thus, the weight vectors obtained of each evaluation
index in the evaluation system are

W ¼ w1;w2;…;wi;…;wm ð11Þ

3.2 Reliability analysis of index weight
The reliability analysis should be also conducted upon
weights opened by the set-valued statistics. The method
of interval variance is used in this paper to analyze the
reliability of weights. For the index Ci, the variance of its
weight interval is defined as

Fi ¼

Xn
k¼1

bki−wið Þ3− aki−wið Þ3� �

3
Xn
k¼1

bki−akið Þ
; i

¼ 1; 2;…;m; k ¼ 1; 2;…; n ð12Þ

The larger the Fi, the lower the reliability of the weight
of the evaluation index is indicated; the smaller the Fi,
the higher the reliability of the weight of the evaluation
index is indicated.

4 Methods section
The gray-fuzzy evaluation model is an evaluation model
based on the gray system theory and the fuzzy mathem-
atics theory. At present, the model is widely used in risk
evaluation, effectively resolving a series of ambiguities
and uncertainties. In view of the fuzziness and uncer-
tainty of the channel navigation system, a gray-fuzzy risk
evaluation model of channel navigation is built in this
chapter on the basis of the gray system theory and the
fuzzy mathematics theory, so that theoretical supports
can be provided for evaluating the risk of navigation
channel and ensuring the navigation safety of that
channel.

4.1 The gray system theory
The gray system theory was first proposed by Chinese
mathematician Prof. DENG Julong [18] based on the
concept of “gray box,” which has gradually developed
into a new discipline as it is put forward. As the gray
system theory has not only been theoretically innovated,
but also made great breakthroughs in thinking compared
with the traditional mathematical research methods, it
has been widely applied in the economy, society, agricul-
ture, transportation, and various field with. Moreover,
significant applied results have been achieved by solving
numerous problems. In the gray system theory, the gray
number is a fundamental concept. It is usually used to
represent a fuzzy range, which is not a precise numerical
value and can be expressed with “⊗.” A whitening
process should be conducted on the gray number in
order to quantitatively describe the gray number in a de-
termined and clear way. For the gray number [a, b] at
any interval, its whitening value is expressed as

~� ¼ αaþ 1−αð Þb; α∈ 0; 1½ � ð13Þ
As a core of the gray system theory, the whitening

weight function is an important step in the gray re-
search. At present, there are three common types of
whitening weight functions, i.e., upper-level, intermedi-
ate, and lower-level; specific shape functions and expres-
sions are presented as follows:
(1) The upper-level whitening weight function, the

gray number ⊗ is [l1, +∞]; and Fig. 1 of the function and
the equation are presented as follows:

f 1 lsj
� � ¼

lsj=l1 lsj∈½l1;þ∞
�

1 lsj∈½l1;þ∞
�

0 lsj∈½−∞; 0
�

8<
: ð14Þ

Fig. 1 Upper-level whitening weight function
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(2) The intermediate whitening weight function, the
gray number ⊗ is [0, l1, 2l2]; and Fig. 2 of the whitening
weight function and the equation are presented as follows:

f 2 lsj
� � ¼

lsj=l1 lsj∈½0; l1
�

2−lsj=l1 lsj∈½l1;þ∞
�

0 lsj∉½0; 2l1
�

8<
: ð15Þ

(3) The lower-level whitening weight function, the gray
number ⊗ is [0, l1, l2]; and Fig. 3 of the whitening weight
function and the equation are presented as follows:

f 3 lsj
� � ¼

1 lsj∈ 0; l1½ Þ
l2−lsj=l2−l1 lsj∈ l1; l2½ Þ
0 lsj∉ 0; l2½ Þ

8<
: ð16Þ

4.2 Construct a gray-fuzzy evaluation model
The navigation channel risk evaluation system is a com-
plex system with many influencing factors for risk re-
search of the navigation channel [19, 20]. At the same
time, there are also mutual influences among factors; so,
there is a great ambiguity in the risk evaluation of navi-
gation. Furthermore, as relevant data are insufficient
enough, it is difficult to analyze the risk of navigation
channel with classical mathematical statistics Therefore,
both advantages are integrated in this paper to build a
gray-fuzzy evaluation model; the model structure is
shown in Fig. 4.
A channel navigation risk evaluation model is estab-

lished according to the above gray-fuzzy evaluation
model. Steps of model building are presented as follows:

4.2.1 (1) Construct a sample matrix
According to the determined navigation risk evaluation
index system [21, 22], a risk evaluation model channel
navigation is constructed. The gray-fuzzy evaluation
method is used to evaluate the safety evaluation for the
evaluation index C. The set of first-level evaluation in-
dexes is set as C = {C1, C2, ..., Ci, ..., Cs}; where, i = 1, 2,
..., s. The set of second-level evaluation indexes is Ci

= {Ci1, Ci2, ..., Cij, ..., Cit} (t is the number belonging to
the first-level evaluation indexes in the second-level
evaluation indexes); where, j = 1, 2, ..., t.
n experts score each evaluation index in the index

set Ci = {Ci1, Ci2, ..., Cij, ..., Cit} of second-level indexes ac-
cording to the criteria, i.e., dijk (k = 1,2,…, n). dijk is uti-
lized to build an evaluation sample matrix:

Di ¼
di11 di12 ⋯ di1n

di21 di22 ⋯ di2n

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
dit1 dit2 ⋯ ditn

2
664

3
775

4.2.2 (2) Establish a whitening weight function
Upon comprehensively studying the characteristics of
navigation channel, the gray type of environmental risk
evaluation of navigation channel can be divided into five
levels [23, 24], of which, levels 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 of each
evaluation gray class are corresponding to dangerous,
slightly dangerous, general, relatively safe, and safe, re-
spectively. At the same time, the corresponding thresh-
old of each gray type can be determined according to
the gray class, as shown in Table 4.

Fig. 2 Intermediate whitening weight function

Fig. 3 Intermediate whitening weight function
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Based on the evaluation gray class and the correspond-
ing threshold, the whitening weight function is estab-
lished as

f 1 ¼
1 dijk∈ 0; 1½ Þ
10−dijk

9
dijk∈ 1; 10½ �

8<
: ð19Þ

f 2 ¼
1
3
dijk dijk∈ 0; 3½ Þ

10−dijk

7
dijk∈ 3; 10½ �

8><
>:

ð20Þ

f 3 ¼
1
5
dijk dijk∈ 0; 5½ Þ

10−dijk

5
dijk∈ 5; 10½ �

8><
>:

ð21Þ

f 4 ¼
1
7
dijk dijk∈ 0; 7½ Þ

10−dijk

3
dijk∈ 7; 10½ �

8><
>:

ð22Þ

f 5 ¼
dijk

9
dijk∈ 0; 9½ Þ

1 dijk∈ 9; 10½ �

8<
: ð23Þ

4.2.3 (3) Construct a second-level gray-fuzzy evaluation
matrix
According to each expert’s scored results dijk on the
second-level evaluation index Cij, its evaluation coeffi-
cient in the eth evaluation gray is calculated as

yije ¼
Xn
k¼1

f e dijk
� � ð24Þ

The sum of the evaluation coefficients of second-level
evaluation index Cij in each evaluation gray class can be
described as

Y ij ¼
Xg
e¼1

yije ð25Þ

The evaluation coefficient of each gray class is calcu-
lated before conducting a normalized processing. The
gray evaluation weight obtained can be denoted as

rije ¼
yije
Y ij

ð26Þ

Each gray evaluation weight in the evaluation index Ci

are counted to establish a second-level gray-fuzzy evalu-
ation matrix ri:

ri ¼
ri11 ri12 ⋯ ri1g
ri21 ri22 ⋯ ri2g
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
rit1 rit2 ⋯ ritg

2
664

3
775

4.2.4 (4) Calculate first-level index evaluation results
When calculating evaluation results of the first-level
evaluation indexes, each weight Wi = (wi1, wi2, ..., wij, ...,
wit) of the second-level evaluation indexes multiplied by
the corresponding second-level gray-fuzzy evaluation
matrix ri, respectively, can obtain the corresponding
evaluation results os first-level indexes, i.e., Ri =Wiri.

Fig. 4 The gray-fuzzy evaluation model

Table 4 Threshold corresponding to each gray class

Gray class e = 1 e = 2 e = 3 e = 4 e = 5

Threshold 1 3 5 7 9
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4.2.5 (5) Calculate the comprehensive evaluation result
The calculation method of the evaluation result of the
first- level index Ci is utilized to obtain the final evalu-
ation result R of the total target C, i.e., R =Wr. Accord-
ing to the principle of maximum membership degree,
the maximum value of the evaluation result R is ob-
tained in C, whose corresponding gray class is the com-
prehensive evaluation result.

5 Experimental section
An inland channel in Guangdong belongs to a part of
the main channel for marine outfall of the Guangzhou
port, which is located in the east of Haixinsha of
Shiziyang with Dahu Channel to the south, east, and
west channels of Lianhua Mountain to the north. The
channel is laid in U-shape with a total length of 8.6 km.
Relevant parameters see Table 5.

5.1 Determination of evaluation index weights
According to the determined index system of environ-
mental safety evaluation of channel navigation in Table 2,
evaluation indexes at all levels are set as Y = {Y1,Y2,Y3},
Y1 = {X1, X3, X5},Y2 = {X7, X8, X10, X11, X13, X14}, Y3 = {X15,
X17, X19}. The weight interval is set as [0,10], in order to
facilitate the experts to accurately determine the weight
of each evaluation index. Analytic hierarchy process
(AHP) is employed to set weights of five experts (two
captains and three senior engineers) of the university,
shipping company, maritime bureau, channel depart-
ment, and design institute. The weights of all kinds of
experts are respectively Q = (0.20, 0.15, 0.25, 0.30, 0.10).
The estimated value of each evaluation index in Table 6.
In this paper, natural environment Y1, channel condi-
tions Y2 and traffic environment Y3 in the first-level
evaluation index are taken as examples to calculate the
weight.
According to the Eq. (9), the relative weight w = (3.61,

7.02, 2.16) of first-level indexes including natural envir-
onment, channel condition, and traffic environment are
calculated. With the Eq. (10), the relative weight solved
is processed in normalization to determine the final

weight of the three first-level indexes W = (0.274, 0.501,
0.212).
Likewise, weights of all kinds of second-level indexes

in the index system can be also solved. Calculated results
of weight calculation for all kinds of second-level in-
dexes are W1 = (0.231, 0.452, 0.281), W2 = (0.156, 0.212,
0.131, 0.120, 0.171, 0.157), and W3 = (0.271, 0.414,
0.312), respectively.
It is necessary to test the index weights solved in order

to determine whether the weight is reasonable. Also, the
reliability of index weight can be tested according to the
interval variance method; where, F = (0.253, 0.121,
0.124). The test results show that the reliability of the
index weight of the traffic environment is relatively high,
while the natural environment index is relatively low.

5.2 Determine the evaluation sample matrix
On the basis of calculating the weight of the index, the
evaluation model is used for calculating and analyzing
the risk of channel navigation [25]. Experts are invited to
score second-level indexes and to establish a scoring
standard with a scoring range of [0,10]. Each expert
score evaluation indexes and count scores based on the
actual situation of the inland channel. Based on the
above research results, analyzing steps for conducting
navigation risk evaluation in the research are presented
as follows:

5.2.1 (1) Determine the evaluation coefficient in the
evaluation of gray class
For the second-level index X1, when e = 1 according to
the Eq. (24),
y111 = f 1(d111) + f 1(d112) +… + f 1(d11n) = 37.136.
Similarly, when e = 2, y112 = 47.766; when e = 3, y113

= 66.880; when e = 4, y114 = 77.950; and when e = 5,
y115 = 60.614. On the basis of Eqs. ((25) and (26), the
evaluation coefficient corresponding to each evaluation
gray class is further calculated and normalized to calcu-
late the weight vector of gray evaluation,
r11 = (0.117,0.161,0.232,0.168,0.210)
and X5 are calculated respectively as
r12 = (0.071, 0.138, 0.213, 0.351, 0.222)
r13 = (0.091, 0.114, 0.136, 0.233, 0.416).

Table 5 Parameters of navigation in the Guangdong inland
channel

Index factor Channel parameters

Wind 0.3948 m/s

Current 0.0943 m/s

Width of channel 160 m

Length of channel 8596 m

Turning point V V-29°

Turning point U U-21°

Coverage of the navigation aid facility 90%

Table 6 Evaluation index security range

Evaluation
expert

Evaluation
expert
weight

Evaluation index security range

Y1 Y2 Y3

P1 0.2 [2.9,4.1] [7.4,7.7] [2.8,3.4]

P2 0.15 [3.1,3.6] [6.7,7.4] [2.1,2.5]

P3 0.25 [3.6,4.1] [6.2,7.1] [2.4,2.7]

P4 0.30 [4.2,4.5] [7.0,7.1] [2.6,3.1]

P5 0.10 [4.4,4.8] [6.9,7.1] [3.0,3.5]
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5.2.2 (2) Determine the gray-fuzzy evaluation matrix
According to the obtained gray evaluation vector, the
gray-fuzzy evaluation matrix is established as

r1 ¼
0:117 0:161 0:232 0:168 0:210
0:071 0:138 0:213 0:351 0:222
0:091 0:114 0:136 0:233 0:416

2
4

3
5

Similarly, according to the above method, the
gray-fuzzy evaluation matrix of other first-level evalu-
ation indexes are

r2 ¼

0:117 0:161 0:232 0:168 0:210
0:141 0:183 0:255 0:233 0:181
0:147 0:186 0:253 0:221 0:172
0:149 0:150 0:210 0:290 0:222
0:132 0:124 0:211 0:315 0:256
0:166 0:216 0:256 0:215 0:151

2
6666664

3
7777775

r3 ¼
0:152 0:195 0:274 0:186 0:171
0:113 0:132 0:187 0:287 0:254
0:092 0:126 0:167 0:272 0:353

2
4

3
5

5.2.3 (3) Determine evaluation results of first-level
indicating evaluation
According to the method of calculating first-level index
evaluation results, the first-level evaluation index evalu-
ation results Ri =Wiri are obtained as
R1 = (0.091,0.132,0.193,0.287,0.281)
R2 = (0.125,0.173,0.240,0.252,0.187)
R3 = (0.115,0.142,0.218,0.243,0.256).

5.3 Calculation and analysis of evaluation results of the
comprehensive system model
According to the first-level evaluation result Ri, a com-
prehensive gray-fuzzy evaluation matrix of navigation
risk in the inland channel in Guangdong is established.

r ¼
0:088 0:142 0:185 0:287 0:281
0:123 0:181 0:234 0:253 0:187
0:121 0:144 0:218 0:259 0:266

2
4

3
5

According to the evaluation results of first-level in-
dexes, a comprehensive gray-fuzzy evaluation matrix is
established. According to the method of calculating re-
sults of first-level index evaluation, the final evaluation
result of the channel can be obtained as
R =W r = (0.113,0.154,0.210,0.270,0.232).
The maximal value in the comprehensive evaluation

result of channel safety in the inland channel in Guang-
dong is β4 = 0.252. In that case, the gray class of the
evaluation results obtained is 4 according to the
principle of maximum membership degree in the fuzzy

theory, which indicates that the navigation environment
of the channel is “relatively safe.”

6 Conclusions
The set-valued statistics is combined with the gray-fuzzy
theory in this paper. The set-valued statistics is utilized to
determine the index weight of the navigation system of
the inland channel, reducing the influence of subjective
factors on the evaluation results of the inland channel;
also, the gray-fuzzy theory is utilized to quantitatively
process the evaluation indexes, achieving the evaluation
indexes transforming from qualitatively to quantitatively.
Finally, an environmental safety evaluation model of navi-
gation channel based on the set-valued statistics and the
gray-fuzzy theory has been established. Moreover, the
evaluation system model was adopted to calculate and
analyze the environmental safety of navigation in the
inland channel in Guangdong. The evaluation result
obtained was relatively safe, being consistent with the ac-
tual situation. Besides, the method is highly operable in
practical applications due to its objective and accurate
evaluation results in comparison to traditional evaluation
methods.
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